Review: 3nd Car-Symposium, Shanghai, April 19-20, 2017
300+ participants from automotive industry leaders, professionals, government officials, media,
rd

etc gathered at the 3

CAR-Symposium in Shanghai on April 19-20, 2017. Thanks to all

speakers, exhibitors, and delegates who made the event a big success. People connected
here and enjoyed the networking and ideas exchanging on latest development and trends of
the automotive industry.
Prof. Dr. Ferdinand Dudenhöffer, Director, Car - Center Automotive Research, University
Duisburg-Essen opened the Welcome Dinner in the night of April 19.

Prof. Rupert Stadler, CEO, Audi gave the exclusive Dinner Speech and shared his views on
the trends of the future car. He pointed out that more power and more speed don’t solve the
“mobility dilemma” while we have to create the solutions for more efficient traffic flow. What’s
more, we have to regain control of our time on the road. This is where the artificial intelligence
comes into play and the idea of self-driving systems starts to gain momentum. Instead of being
a mere means of transport, he believed the car of the future will become an ideal place for
concentrated work and valued creation, a place for spending times with your loved ones and a
quiet cocoon for relaxing and recreation.

Dr. Ralf Speth, CEO, Jaguar Land Rover presented on the topic of “the New Premium &
China”. He said China is the biggest market in the world for the automotive industry and
particularly in the growing premium sector. For JLR, China is a market they seek to partner – to
understand and learn from not merely exploit. The challenge is no longer about selling
products to China, but to be an inspiring and engaging brand that offers the best possible
products made for each local market and contributes meaningfully to the society. He believed
today the new premium is defined by providing those products which mostly allow people to
express themselves fully – and possibly more fully than they imagined. He pointed out that the
New Premium is expressed not just in an innovative product but also in evolving service. It
must not just meet needs but exceed them. Anticipate aspirations. Enable customers to make
more of their world and themselves.

Ulrich Teichert, Head of Division E-Mobility Asia Pacific, ZF gave the presentation on “the
Future is Autonomous and Electric”.

Dr. Karsten Kroos, CEO Components Technology, thyssenkrupp presented “Growth
Opportunities in China”.

Juergen Reers, Managing Director, EALA Automotive, Accenture afterwards additionally
joined in the panel discussion on “the New Premium & China”.

Olaf Kastner, President & CEO, BMW Group Region China shared how “Intelligent Cars
Simplify a Complex World”. He pointed out that innovation will be the driving force for
China’s auto industry transformation. He believed that technology will drive a fundamental
change of the automotive industry in the next decade. Therefore for BMW they shape the
foreseeable future with strong cross-industry partnerships in the field of motion control,
sensors, artificial intelligence, HD-maps, etc. He thought that the shift of driving responsibility
means an iconic change for both drivers and OEMs. He also pointed out defining the future by
managing new complexities and technologies are parallel.

Axel Joachim Maschka, Senior Vice President, Valeo presented on the topic of “New
Valeo- China in our Heart”. He thought electric powertrains drive Valeo’s growth. In the past
6 years, the EV sales in China have been growing fast in China. He believed China is the
biggest market in Electric Vehicles. Therefore Valeo’s strategy is developing emission
reduction through electrification and intuitive driving through automation in the high growth
countries like China.

Dirk Wollschläger, General Manager Automotive, IBM afterwards shared his views on
“New Business Models for the Automotive Industry driven by Cognitive Technology”.

During the panel discussion on Autonomous Driving, the experts continued discussing
current questions on the future of autonomous driving in China.

Gerhard Steiger, President, Chassis Systems Control Division, Robert Bosch GmbH
shared the exclusive view on “Automated Driving - How Bosch contributes the Vision”.

Florian Künne, Vice President Automotive Sales, HERE provided deep insights on “HERE:
Making Sense of the World through the Lens of Location”.

“The UK’s Pathway to Driverless Car” was presented by Dr. Mark Wareing,
Minister-Counselor, Director for Advanced Manufacturing & Transport, China,
Department for International Trade, British Embassy Beijing.

And Yuan Honggang, CEO, Virtue Intelligent Network Co., Ltd. finally hold the presentation
on “Connected Car, Connected Service” during this double session on Autonomous
Driving.

The next session were focusing on “Efficient R&D and Production in China” with Markus
Schultz, General Manager, ViscoTec Greater China presenting on “Dosing in Perfection”.

Frank Schoeninger, Managing Partner, SOPEC LLC shared “Investment Opportunities
and Investment Environment in the Automotive Industry in Vietnam”.

And Huu-Hoi Tran, Partner Advisory, Automotive Sector Head, KPMG China shared the
results of KPMG’s annual survey within his presentation on “Managing Evolutionary,
Revolutionary and Disruptive Trends in the Automotive Industry – a China View”.

The program continued with the session on “Logistic Structures and New Silk Road” and
Lars Nennhaus, Vice President Port Development, Duisburger Hafen AG gave the
presentation on “Logistic Structures and New Silk Road”.

Iris Lai, Director of Integrated Logistics, China, Kerry EAS Logistics afterwards presented
on “B&R and China Logistics Development”.

The concluding Panel discussion on “Logistic Structures & New Silk Road” featured
following speakers (f.l.t.r.): Klaus Steinmann, Senior Vice President, Board & Executive &
Global Head Automotive, Mercuri Urval;
Prof. Dr. -Ing Bernd Noche, Partner - EnSure Auto Technology;
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The session “New Mobility Solutions & Car Interiors” discussed hot questions of the
industry, incl. "Are We There Yet? - How Shared Services Could Mobilize a Country"
presented by Bjoern Avemark, Director – Digital & Mobility Services, Daimler.

And the following panel discussion on the Automotive Interiors with Stefan Buri, Global
Director Marketing Automotive, Stahl and Beatrix Frisch, General Manager, Mackevision
China further on additionally discussed questions on the new interaction of the car, the car
dealer and the OEM as well as how to create the experience to buy a car.

An update of "Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and Connected Car" were then given by Stan
Zurkiewicz, Chief Regional Officer, DEKRA East Asia

"Reinventing the Wheel: New Business Model in the Automotive Industry" was then
introduced by John Shen, Managing Director, Accenture Strategy, Greater China

And Wolfgang Ketter, General Manager, paragon AG finally presented on "Car Interior Air
Quality Management"
Besides of the conference, there are also company exhibitions and exclusive car exhibitions
taking place in conjunction with the event.

Thanks to our 2017 Partners!

